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Announcements

Rayna Kent - F4I and AIPAC and SWAG!!!!!

Evan Beller - SAC Announcement

Oz 



Swag!

https://www.shalhevet.org/apps/form/form.SHALHE.sXCLToW.1SL

https://www.shalhevet.org/apps/form/form.SHALHE.sXCLToW.1SL


Meme of the Week



Meme of the Week



Outfit of the Week

Nathan Soussana 



Shoutout Jonah and Joel!!!!



Vort of the Week

כְּבוֹלְעוֹ כָּ פּוֹלְטוֹ
Pesachim 30b

—

כבולעו מתוך כלי ראשון כך פולטו בכלי ראשון

Rashi



Itinerary:
- 1 proposal to vote on!

- “Shalhevet Beautification 

Proposal” by Evan Beller

- Get ready to vote

- Discussing Hashkama

- Update on the status of the current 

system 

- Starting the conversation on how 

we can move forward davening & 

Hashkama



“Shalhevet 
Beautification
Proposal”

“Remove the Israel sticker mural 
and bring the Shalhevet Just 
Community Constitution

back to its previous location on the 
second floor wall, instead of it’s 
current location in the

executive suite next to the front 
entrance of the school.”

Evan Beller



VOTE!



Hashkama!



The History

- Admin changed davening so that only AGS/BMT students can go to Hashkama 

- Benjamin Gamson & BP Editorial Board proposed a change back to old system

- Judicial Review committee found the proposal unconstitutional

- “The jurisdiction of the Just Community does not encompass the domains of curriculum”

- Preamble, Purpose and Scope, Limits of Democracy.

- This is the general process however:

- Proposal -> Agenda -> Judicial Review -> School (if passes)

- Therefore, we are not here to vote on this but to discuss



The Current Situation

- Proposal to go back to old davening deemed unconstitutional

- Current system is staying for now…

- Old system cannot return

- New parameters for proposals

- Logistical elements required

- The JC is constantly refining itself





Student side:

- Value of choice

- Hashkama allows flexibility for 

students & parents

- Value of student-lead things

- Davening is important !

Faculty side:

- Skipping davening became a 

consistent issue

- Cannot be a system that requires 

more oversight

- Hashkama was created for 

serious davening not a break

- Davening is important !!



Just Community

- Was the Just Community/Shalhevet efficient in dealing with the issue of 

davening?

- What could have been done differently?

- Should issues that can’t be voted on be discussed? Why or why not?



Davening

- How has each minyan changed? What’s different?

- Does Hashkama accomplish its goal?

- Hashkama was created to be the more serious davening

- Is a serious davening possible without faculty?

- Is Hashkama an example or counter-example of this?



Moving Forward

- Is it possible to address attendance issues while allowing students to 

have a Hashkama option?

- Remember: The best solutions require the least enforcement here

- What would be the effect of opening Hashkama back up to everyone?

- Would you go if Hashkama opened back up? Why or why not?



Further

- What did davening electives accomplish? 

- How can we bring them back and ensure proper attendance?

- Did you benefit from electives?


